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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
The terrorist has maliciously bombed Juliet’s house! 

	 Last night, when every cat in Juliet’s home was asleep, the terrorist 
bombed Juliet’s house. It was quick, but fatal. Juliet’s roof is not half as 
strong as Rudy’s, and the ceiling boards gave way after the first explosion. 
The remaining bombs fell into her house, and they exploded in rapid 
succession after hitting the ground. The explosion destroyed Juliet’s kitchen 
and living room, and one bomb nearly penetrated her basement where Juliet, 
Blackpelt, and her kittens were sleeping. But of course, they were wide 
awake now. After a little bit, Juliet went upstairs to see the damage to her 
house. 


	 The bombs had left catastrophe in their wake. Juliet’s kitchen and 
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Image above - Juliet, 
who was terrified when 
she heard the first 
bomb explode on the 
top of her house. 
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living room were completely destroyed. The 
cabinets were broken, the sofa was smoldering, 
the countertop was scratched, and the fridge 
had a big hole in its door. Also, to Juliet’s 
dismay, her kittens’ TV in the living room was 
hanging askew on the wall, cracked in several 
places. Back in the basement, Blackpelt led 
Juliet’s kittens up the stairs so that they could 
observe the damage. Blackpelt gasped when he 
saw everything. Juliet’s home was wrecked. 


	 Well now, cats are wondering why Juliet’s 
house was targeted by such a malicious attack. 
North, a multi species behaviorist, has some 
thoughts on this. “Well, I think we can all 
assume that the bomber cat has seen the video 
Juliet posted on catTube,” North has pointed 
out, “and I think that the bomber cat located 
Juliet’s home, and then maliciously attacked it. It 
was a very bad thing to do, and, I am hearing 
that damage to Juliet’s home is fatal. She has 
already called several insurance companies to 
get money to pay for some repairs, including a 
new fridge, some new cabinets, and even a new 
TV for her kittens.” North has expressed some interesting thinking, and some 
of his theories may be right. 


	 Today, Juliet received a very heavy package from a somber looking 
Harvey. Juliet guessed what was in the 
package. Wads of money. What was really in 
the package? Cubes of sugar. Juliet shrugged 
and popped a sugar cube into her mouth. Quite 
good, she thought. She ate another one. But 
before she could eat more plain sugar, 
Blackpelt came over to Juliet, grabbed the 
large box of sugar cubes, put some in the small 
jar that Juliet kept around, and then put the rest 
in a cupboard. Juliet thought she saw Blackpelt 
pop a few into his mouth, though. Harvey had 

meant well, but he might have just gotten his kitten addicted to sugar, so 
much like him. 


	 Subscribe again for a catch!
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Image above - Lunch, 
who’s really feeling for 
Juliet right now. 

“Who knew plain 
sugar was this 
good?” 

 - JULIET, BLACKPELT, AND 
WILBUR SPOTS, ALL OF WHOM 
HAVE HAD AT LEAST 5 SUGAR 
CUBES
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